The average American is not aware that the fifty states have been operating under internationally altered concepts, ever since 1972, at which time President Richard Nixon signed two executive orders overlaying a transitional world government framework upon the American states. He initiated and staffed Ten Standard Federal Regions, the intent and purpose of which is to eventually eliminate our states, and to replace them with regionalyzed world government management agencies, the on-coming “appointive” (non-selective) operational systems. Thirty years later (in 2002), the military teeth were introduced into these managerial regions as President George Bush plastered the militarized Homeland Security ‘Agency’ onto each state in the Ten Federal Regions. HSA also inherited the network of FEMA. At the same time, the force to preserve internal order requirement under complete disarmament of our nation (State Dept. Publ. #7277) became powerfully vitalized!

Given the illusion that the sole purpose of the Homeland Security Agency is to protect Americans from terrorism, the laxity in protecting the people from unrestrained illegal immigration coming over our deliberately loose borders makes a laughing stock of that reason for the action by President Bush! Currently, the Homeland Security Agency has, in turn, induced an invasion by sheriffs into the neighborhoods of our citizens. Why? A control system directly over the people is being erected for surveillance of the people in their homes—with neighbors reporting on neighbors—just another idea borrowed from Adolph Hitler! Recall the govs (neighborhoods) and the gow liters (Hitler’s government informants).

The American states, cooperating for their own elimination under “the transition into a new world order” should be made aware of Emil Lengyel’s chapter entitled “The Twilight of the German Free States”. It points out how the groundwork was laid in Germany, which caused the elimination of its 17 states in favor of installation of Hitler’s dictatorship. Lengyel explained why it took only 5 minutes to permanently abolish the 17 German state legislatures, and place all authority under Hitler’s rising military dictatorship: all the preliminary groundwork had been built years beforehand! That is what is now going on in the United States! Were you ever asked if you would give your consent to a military government and toss out the Constitution? Americans, awaken! This is for real! Pull the wool away from your eyes!